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FIXGHT TESTING BY RADIO RIMOTE CONTROL - FLIGHT

EVALUATION OF A BEEP-CONTROL SYSTEM1

By Howard L. Turner, John S. White,
and Rudolph D. Van Dyke, Jr.

Handling-quality flight tests were conducted with an SB2C-5 drone
under radio remote control from an F6F-j control plane. Similar tests
were conducted with the drone under manual control. A comparison of
these tests indicates that the beep-type, remote-control system investi-
gated was generally satisfactory for flight testing an airplane via
remote control, including take-offs and landings. The restrictions and
limitations of the present remote-control equipment are discussed. Sug-
gestions are made for modifications to improve the equipment, both for
the present drone and for possible application of the remote-control
equipment to high performance airplanes.

With regard to system dynamic characteristics and the corresponding
autopilot psrameter settings, the tests indicated that the dynsmic behav-
ior would be satisfactory if the stabilized airplane satisfied a proposed
transient-response criterion.

INTRODUCTION

Remote control has been used in the past for the testing of scale
models of experimental airplanes (reference 1) and for performing special-
ized f13ght tests as described, for example, in references ,2and 3 which
are descriptive of the efforts of the Naval Air Experimental Station in
developing a beep-type radio-remote-control system suitable for conduct-
ing structwal flight testing.

The NACA has, for some time, been engaged in abroad research study
directed at a detailed quantitative evaluation of the NAES remote-control
systa installed in a propeller-driven dive bomber. In view of the
increased use of automatic control for highp erformance airplanes, it was

%upersedes NACARMA52M9, “Flight Testing by Radio Remote Control -
Flight Evaluation of a Beep-Control System,” by Howsrd L. Turner, John S.
White, and Rudolph D. Van Dyke, Jr., 1952.
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prticular interest to employ this equipment, which was available,
a preliminary study of the practical applications and limitations
servomechanism-systemanalysis and synthesis methods in the design
effective airplane-automatic-controlcombinations. Bench-test evalua-

tions of the servo system used in this study were conducted prior to
the present investigation. A correlation of predicted and measured
longitudinal response characteristics of this airplane-autopilot combi-
nation are given in reference 4.

As noted previously, the NAES equipment was designed primarily for
use in structumil flight testing. However, it was considered desirable
to exsmine the effectiveness of this remote-control system as a means
for performing standard handling-qwlity f13ght tests in view of possible
application to such flight tests under hazardous conditions. An accom-
panying feature of interest was the potentially.greater precision and
standardization in flight-test maneuvers and resultant improvement in
the quality of aerodynamic data which might be obtained with automatic
stabilization and maneuvering. In addition, it was believed that
attempts to perform such tests requiring a wide range of precise flight
maneuvers would serve to indicate many of the problems which are involved
in the design of versatile automatic-control systems desired for future
high-speed aircraft.

In the present investigation a comparison was made between the
handling-quality flight-test data obtained by remote control and results
of similar tests performed manually. The selection of the autopilot
parameters, such as control gearing, control sensitivity, and rate
effectiveness necesssry for the satisfactory perfomnance of a remote-
control.leddrone, are discussed.

The radio-remote-control equipment used in these tests was designed,
built, and installed in the test airplanes at the Naval Air Experimental
Station, Philadelphia, Pa. An SB2C-5 airplane (BuAer No. 83135) was
equipped as a drone and an F6F-5 airplane (BuAer NO. 79669) was equipped
as the “mother” control plane. An auxiliary ground control station was
used for landings and for take-offs. Ml of the remote-control tests
with the SB2C-5 drone were conducted with a check pilot in the cockpit
for safety reasons. The check pilot did not control the airplane during
the remote-control tests.

During the course of the program, the NACA participated with the
Navy in the conduct of a series of “nolon (no live occupant in drone)
structur~ dive tests (reference 3) of an F7F-3 drone (~er NO. 8053L)
equipped with the same type of radio remote control. Brief results of
these tests me presented where applicable. It is desired to express
sincere appreciation to the metiers of the NAES test team, Project DE-205,
and to the members of the staff of the Naval Air Experimental Station for .I
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their fine cooperation in the training of NACA flight and ground person-
nel in the operation and maintenance of the radio-remote-control equip-
ment.
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SYMBOLS AND NOTATION

true airspeed, feet per second

* span, feet

acceleration of gravity, 32.2 feet per second per second

rolling velocity, radians per second

total aileron angle (sum of left and right aileron deflections,
right or positive when right aileron is up), de~ees

elevator angle, degrees

rudder angle, degrees

elevator tab angle, positive when trailing edge is down

roll angle, degrees

pitch angle, degrees

heading (yaw angle), degrees

center of gravity

M.A.C. mean aerodynamic chord

DESCRIPTION OF AIRPLANES AND EQUIPMENT

Airplanes

The SB2C-5 drone used in these tests was a single-engined,
propeller-driven, tics-placeNavy dive boriber,a photograph of w~ch iS
shown in figure 1. A detailed description of the physical characteris-
tics of this airplane is given in appendix A of reference 5. Photo-
graphs of the check pilotts controls (front cockpit) and the parameter
adjustment controls (rear coc~it) are given in figure 2. The air-to-
air control plane for the drone was an F6F-5 airplane which is a

. .- . ———.—__ . _—____ .__. . _ __ ____ ——..— ——. .——. — .
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single-engined,propeller-driven, single-place Navy fighter, a photo-
graph of which is shown in figure 3. This airplane was equipped with
controls similar to those available to the drone check pilot. A photo-
graph of the remote-control equipment in the cockpit of the F6F-5 air-
plane is shown in figure h(a). A ground control station, usually situ-
ated near the downwind end of the runway, controlled the airplane during
take-offs and landlngs. A photograph of the ground control-station
console is shown in figure k(b). The controls on the console are sim-
ilar to those in the F6F-5 control plane and to the check pilot:s con-
trols in the drone.

Remote<ontrol Equipment

The remote-control equipment installed in the SB2C-5 drone was
built around a G.E. I?awy-typeG-1 autopilot, utilizing electrical sig-
nals and hydraulic servo actuators. A detailed description of the auto-
pilot is given in reference 6. Reports giving detailed descriptions of
the remote-control equipment are lAsted in the bibliography of refer-
ence 3. A description of the control servo system installed in the
SB2C-7 drone (BuAer No. 83135) is given in reference 4. lhe primary
controls (pitch, turn, throttle, and dive controller) were operable
through the autopilot, either remotelyby the remote-control pilot or
locallyby the check pilot. The secondary controls (landing gear, land-
ing flaps, and wheel brakes) were not connected to the remote-control
system and were operated by the check pilot only at the command of the
remote-control pilot. Cowl flaps were fully automatic in operation
and the trim tabs were set automatically for level flight or for dives.

Pitch channel.- A block diagram of the pitch channel is sho~,min
figure 5. Command signsllsto the pitch channel were either remotely
~tiated or initiat& locallyby the check pilot. Three programmed
maneners were available to the check pilot for local operation, but
only the dive controller could be operated remotely as will be discussed
below. The adjustable psmmeters, indicated by the nuniberedboxes in
figure 5, were: (1) autopilot trim, used to adjust the trim attitude
of the drone; (2) servo follow-up sensitivity, used to adjust the
autopilot control gearing; (3) Control sensitivi~, used to adjust the
time rate of change of attitude; and (4) rate sensitivity,used to
adjust the rate effectiveness. These parameters were variable in flight
by the observer in the rear cockpit of the drone, but were not adjustable
remotely. As canbe seen from figure 5, control-gearing changes could
onlybe made in the servo loop. Thus control-gearing changes alter not
only the dynamic characteristics of the airplane-autopilot combination,
but also result in changes in the dynamic characteristics of the servo
system.
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Dive entry, dive, and dive
maneuver by the dive controller

5

recovery were control&d as a programmed
operating in the pitch channel. A block

diagram of the dive controller is shown in figure 6. ‘I’hedive controller
consists of two intervalometers (dive and recovery), a ball-disk variable-
speed drive, and a sels~ connected in series with the displacement -o
pickoff in the pitch channel. When “dive” was keyed, the disk motor and
the ball carriage motor were energized and the output shaft of the ball-
disk variable-speed drive rotated the selsyn. The rate of dive entry was
proportional to the rate of rotation of the selsyn which, in turn, was
inversely proportional to the time the dive intervalometer took to run
from its preset value to zero. Mechanical stops in the selsyn limited
the dive angle to some predetermined value from 0° to -120° from the
horizontal (not adjustable in flight). Limit switches turned off the
ball-disk drive after the dive entry and rearmed the drive mechanism for
the dive recovery. The airplane remained stabilized at the given dive
angle until dive recovery was keyed. The dive-entry process was then
reversed with the ball-disk drive being controlled by the recovery
intervalometer. Dive-recovery command signals were initiated locallyby
a preset altitude limit switch or by the check pilot, or remotely from
the control plane. It was necessary for the check pilot to set both
intervalometerslocalJy before each dive. During the dive entry and dive
recovery, while the intervalometerswere operating, the signal from the
rate gyro was removed from the pitch circuit.

Turn channel.- A block diagram of the turn control channel is shown
in figure 7. Operation of the turn channel kas much the same as for the
pitch channel previously described. A turn comand signal caused the
ailerons and rudder to operate together, the ailerons being the primary
turn control and the rudder being used only to coordinate the turn. The
roll-rate and yaw-rate signals were removed from the circuit while the
airplane was rolling into or out of a turn. The directional ~o was
caged during the turn. The same psmmeter adjustments and programmed
maneuver controls were available to the turn channel as were available
to the pitch channel, with the exception of the dive controller.

Instrumentation

Standard NACA photographically recording instruments and a 6-channel
Miller oscillograph were used to record, as functions of time, the follow-
ing variables: indicated airspeed; pressure altitude; normal accelera-
tion; roll, pitch, and yaw angles; rolling, pitching, and yawing veloci-
ties; sideslip angle; control-surfacepositions; and control-servo posi-
tions. No means were provided for measuring control-force data which
are often of interest in a flying-qualities investigation. However,
there is no reason to suppose that satisfactory control-force data could
not be obtained remotely with suitable instrumentation.

. - .- —--—.-. .—..-—— -z— —. .. ——-_z. z ..z= .—-.—---
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Instrumentationwas provtded
introduce a step or a pulse input

in the programmed
in each channel.
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maneuver control to
,

The steps were
adjustable in magnitude and the pulses were adjustable in magnitude and
time base. These inputs were not controllable remotely but were operated
by the check pilot at the direction of the remote operator.

ADJUSTMENT OF THE AUTOPILOT FOR HM?DLING-QUALITY FLIGHT TESTS

In order to operate a remote-controlled drone over a wide range of
airspeeds and altitudes in various flight conditions, it may be necessary
to adjust the control parameters for each flight condition in order to
obtain satisfactory static and dynamic airplane-autopilot characteristics
over the entire flight range. To conduct the handMng-qualities flight
tests it was necesssmy to operate the drone with flap and gesr down, at
sea level, over an airspeed range of 85 to 120 knots for take-offs and
landings; and in a clean condition, at an average altitude of 10,000 feet,
over an airspeed range of 85 to 300 hots for static longitudinal stabil-
ity and other flight tests.

Originally, it was planned to determine and employ optimum autopilot
psrameter settings at the various airspeeds over the desired test range.
However, experience gained during earlier NACA investigations of this
automatic control eqtipment indicated that a single set of adjustments
might prove satisfactory over the desired test airspeed and altitude
range. The tests showed that cable stretch, causedby aerodynamic load-
ing, varied the effective gearing in a favorable manner. In the present
investigation, therefore, extensive tests to determine opttmum autopilot
settings were limited to the clean condition at a single moderate air-
speed of 130 knots. Brief tests verified the fact that the single set
of adjustments so obtained was satisfactory over the desired clean-
condition flight-test speed range. However, additional adjustments were
necesssry for satisfactory take-offs and landings to compensate for the
reduced control effectiveness at low airspeeds.

Dynsmic Response Characteristics

Determination of proper parameter settings.- As previously dis-
cussed, the adjustable autopilot control parameters were follow-up
sensitivity, rate sensitivity, control sensitivity, and autopilot trim.
Of these, follow-up sensitivity and rate sensitivity govern the dynsmic
characteristics of the airplane-autopilot combination. various conibina-
tions of these sensitivitieswere investigated in flight, principally in
the clean condition at 130 knots, to determine the proper parameter
settings for use in the handling-qualities flight tests. The airplane

\
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was flown by the check pilot who operated the remote-control equipment
locally. For each parameter adjustment setting, the airplane, through
the programmed maneuver control, was given a known transient disturbance
in the channel being studied. Pilotst opinions of the response charac-
teristics were obtained and the corresponding transient-response data of
the airplane-autopilot cofiination were examined to determine which of
the adjustment settings resulted in a transient response which repre-
sented the best compromise between rapid response and high dsmping.

Ssmple airplane-responsetime histories are shown in figures
8 and 9 for the 13o knot, clean condition. Figure 8 shows the effect of
follow-up sensitivity on the longitudinal response of the airplane-
autopilot cotiination to a step input in pitch for a constant value of
rate sensitivity. The pitching response shown in figure 8(a) was con-
sidered unsatisfactory because it was too sluggish with respect both to
rise the TR (the time to rise to 90 percent of the desired steady-
state value), and especially to settling time T1 lo (the the to damp
to within KLO percent of steady state). The pit& response shown in
figue 8(b) was considered unsatisfactory because, although the rise
time, ~, was short, the response was highly oscillatory,and the
settling time, T1 10, was correspondingly long. me pitc~ response

(shown in figure 8 c) was considered the optimum obtainable compromise
between short settling and rise tzhnesand corresponds to the parameter
adjustments used for the flight tests.

The transient-response characteristics iu roll and yaw correspond-
ing to the optimum parameter settings used in this investigation are
shown in figure 9. The foUow-up sensitivity and rate sensitivity
settings determined from these tests and used in the handling-quality
flight tests are shown in table I. The lateral results presented in
table I and in figure 9 were obtained from tests of the rudder and
aileron channels individually while the other control was locked.
However, tests in the more general condition of simultaneous rudder and
aileron channel operation indicate that the optimum settings were prac-
tically the same in either condition. It shouldbe noted in figure 9
that a pulse transient was used in the rudder channel because the
airplane-autopilot combination was spirally divergent to a step rudder
input with ailerons locked.

Parameter settings required for satisfactory take-off and landing
characteristicswhich, as will be discussed later, differ from the
optimum clean-condition settings, are also shown in table I.

. . . . —.—___. . .—...— _______ __ —_—___ --—. —. .—
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Comparison of results with proposed specifications.- Proposed
specifications for response characteristics of airplane-autopilot com-
binations considered acceptable for use in struc~al flight-testing are
given in reference 7. Sufficient data were obtained during the course
of the NACA evaluation of the airplane-autopilot cotiination employed in
the present tests to permit a detailed comparison of the results with
that portion of the specification of reference ~ which deals with the
dynamic characteristics in pitch. Under “Flying ~ties Required of
Remotely Controlled Aircraft for Structural Flight TestB,” paragraph l(a)
of reference 7 reads:

‘Longitudinalmotion - Oscillations in pitch due to a step
pitch disturbance shall damp to within 10 percent of steady
state within 2 seconds and within one cycle.....”

It appears that tbi.ssingle specification seeks to guarantee a desirable
conibinationof rapid response and good damping by limiting to 2 seconds
the time required to reach and never again depsrt more than *1O percent
from the desired new steady-statevalue. The limit of one cycle serves
to guard against a poorly damped, short-period oscillation.

Values of time to damp to within 10 percent of steady state and
cycles to dsmp to within 10 percent of steady state for the airplane-
autopilot ccmibinationhave been evaluated for various combinations of
follow-up and rate sensitivities frm data such as given in figure 8.
These results are shown in figure 10 as a function of follow-up sensi-
tivity settings for various constant values of rate serwitivity at
130 knots and at 10,000 feet. The boundary specified in reference 7 is
shcwn for comparison. The fact that the conibinationof settings con-
sidered opt- in the present test plots at the greatest possible dis-
tance”from the boundary is an indication of the validity of the require-
ment. Examination of recorded transients and pilots? opinions showed
that ccmibinationsof follow-up and rate sensitivities which gave -c
characteristics fallinn on the satisfactory side of’the boundsry would be
acceptable for the handling-quality tests, whereas those fald_ingon the
unsatisfactory side would be unacceptable for such tests (for exsmple,
see “Divesn in M).

Reference 7 offers”the follcxdng requirements on lateral motion
similar to that disc~sed above for the longitudinal motion: ‘

“Lateral Motion - Oscillations in roll and yaw due to step
roll or yaw disturbances shall dsmp to wit~ 10 percent of
steady state within k seconds and within two cycles.”

Although insufficient data were avaiMble to permit detailed comparison
for the roll and yaw cases, the results of the present tests indicate
that, as in the longitudinal case, the lateral motion requirement of

.
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reference -7is at least qualitatively a useful one. The roll response
for the optimum aileron parameter settings, as shown”in figure 9(a),
easily satisfy the requirenlent. Since it was necessary to ui3ea pulse
rather than a step input in the rudder channel, the optimum test
response shown in figure 9(b) cannot be compared directly with the
requirement; however, neglecting the divergent airplane+notion charac-
teristic of the system with the ailerons locked, it appears that the
yawing response meets the intent of the requirement.

Static Control Characteristics

Of the adjustable control parameters, control sensitivity and
autopilot trim may be considered as the static parameters which regu-
late the static control characteristics of the stabilized airplane.
Control sensitivity (box 3, figs. 5 and 7) regulates the excitation of
the selsyns drivenby the pitch or the turn motor and hence governs the
time rate of change of attitude. This parameter is effective only when
the cmmnand signal is initiated from a source other than the programmed
maneuver control and then only effects the magnitude of the response
characteristic. In the optimization of the dynamic response character-
istics previously discussed, control sensitivi~ thus has no effect.
Autopilot trim or bias is a static control parameter used to adjust the
trim attitude of the drone for any particular flight condition. The
optimum control sensitivity and autopilot trim settings were determined
by the check pilot operating the remote-control equipment from the cock-
pit of the SB2C-5 drone. me values of control sensitivity for flight
testing, take-offs, and landings are given in table I.

TESTS, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION

As discussed previously, the IWZS remote-control gear installed in
the SB2d-5 airplane was designed primarily for structural flight testing.
Although the maneuvers providedby the equipment for such structural
tests are useful in standard flying qualities or associated aerodynamic
research investigations,additional maneuvers, particu@rly lateral and
directional, are necessary in complete flying-qualities evaluations. ~
the present investigation an attempt was made to perform important
flying-qualitymaneuvers which could be obtained through reasonable -
modifications to the basic gear and to flight techniques. The maneuvers
and data desired in a fl@ng-quaMties evaluation can be deduced frm the
Navy and Air Force specificationsfor handling qualities of piloted air-
p~es (references 8 and 9). The maneuvers maybe divided roughly into
three phases: longitudinal, lateral-directional,and staXls. The remote-
control equipment used in this investigation was not suitable for use

. ..— —. .-— ——--——. ._. ——.— ---- —.—--——-— —- .--— .- .—— —.—.——. -—.-- -- -——---
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near the at-all. In the following discussion, the tests have been
divided into longitudinal and lateral-directionalphases according to
the predominant characteristic of the data obtained in each type of
test.

Longitudinal Phase

.

static longitudinal stabi~ty .- For evaluating static longitudinal
stability, the airplane is trimmed to fly at a given angle of attack in
steady, straight, wings-level, unaccelerated flight at a given power
setting; changes in airspeed are then made by changing pitch attitude
and the variation with airspeed of the elevator angle required for trim
is used as a measure of the static longitudinal stability of the stabi-
lized airplane.

No alterations to the remote-control system were required to perform
these tests. The throttle of the drone was adjusted remotely from the
F6F-5 control plane to give level flight at 18o knots at 10,000 feet,
corresponding to normal rated power, and the throttle setting remained
fixed throughout the tests. The control plane was flown at various
airspeeds over the desired range and attitude command signals were
transmitted to the *one which resulted in steady flight at the same
airspeed as that of the control plane. The k*ti*rection~ stabiE -
zation system maintained the drone in straight, wings-level fldght.
For comparison, the tests were repeated with the SB2C-5 under the manual
control of the check pilot. The data obtained under both remote and
manual control are presented in figure 11, in which sideslip> rudder>
and elevator angles required for steady, wings-level, unaccelerated ,
flight are plotted as a function of indicated airspeed. It is seen that
the data obtained by remote operation are of good quality and are in
excellent agreement with the data obtained in manual flight.

Dives.- With re~ to longitudinal flying qualities, dives and
dive pull-outs are of interest principally in establishing high-speed
static and maneuvering st~ilit y characteristics. Satisfactory steady-
-t U* were obtained in dives up to the highest test speed of
302 knots and satisfactory dive attitude stabilization has been obtained
in NAES tests at dive angles up to -~OO. For the evaluation of longi-
tudinal maneuvering characteristics, data (principally elevator angle)

.obtained at the same airspeed and altitude during turns or pull-outs of
tifferent steady normal accelerations are desired. Gyro limitations
under remote control restricted the bank angles and hence the accelera-
tion factors that could be obtained in steady turning flight. !I!herefore,
in the present program, a series of dives were entered from level f~ght
at about 120 knots at 11,000 feet; pull-outs which would yield the
desired steady maneuvering data were then initiated at aboti 200 knots.
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The entry, dive, and recovery were ‘controlledfrom the F6F-5 control
plane, except that the drone check pilot was required to reset the dive
and recovery intervalometers.locallyfor each dive.

As previously noted, the pitch-rate feedback was removed from the
circuit during dive entry and recovery involving the automatic dive con-
troller. It was found, as =cated in figure 10, that the transient
response with zero rate sensitivity and the generally optimum follow-up
sensitivity setting of 40 was highly oscillatory. A follow-up sensitiv-
ity setting of 55 was used in the dive progrsm to give the greatest
damping available under this zero rate feedback condition, A sample
time history of an automatic controlled dive under these conditions is
presented in figure 12(a). It shouldbe noted in figure 12(a) that the
psxameter settings of rate sensitivity 30, fol.low-~ sensitivity 55,
resulted in a mildly oscillatory flight condition which was considered
marginal by the check pilots. This combination of parsmeter settings
represents a boundary condition as shown in figure 10(b). It is”also
seen in figure 12(a) that the normal acceleration during the dive recov-
ery was still oscillatory and it was difficult to ascertain steady
maneuvering characteristics from such dive recoveries. A smoother dive
recovery obtained manually is illustrated in figure 12(b). Tests
therefore were made to determine the effects of follow-up sensitivity
and the rates of entry and recovery on the pitching oscillation during
the dive entry and the dive recovery. The effect of follow-up sensi-
tivity setting on the recovery.accelerationtime history at constant
values of recovery airspeed, dive angle, dive recovery setting (recovery
intervalometer),andrate sensitivity is shown in figure 13(a), and is
seen to be too small to be of practical significance. The effect of dive-
recovery setting (recovery intervalometer) on the recovery acceleration
ttie histories is shown in figure 13(b). It is seen that although the
acceleration response was oscillatory, a reasonably long period of
approximately constant acceleration could be obtained by increasing the
the interval over which the intervalometer operates (low intervalometer
settings). Use of low intervalometer settings unfortunately limited the
value of normal acceleration which ~ould be obtained. However, low
intervalometer settings in conjunction with a high follow-up sensitivity
setting appeared to offer the best compromise for the present tests.
Accordingly,aseries of dives with recoveries of various severity were
performed at about 18o knots. The measured variation of normal acceler-
ation factor, pitching velocity, and elevator angle are given in fig=
ure 14 as a function of lift coefficient, CL. Data taken in.similar
pull-outs performed manually are shown for comparison. The variation
of trim elevator angle with lift coefficient for the remote-control
procedure was smooth and similsx in shape to that for the manual proce-
dure. The sizable difference in level between the two curves, corre-
sponding to a change in straight~flight trim elevator angle of about 2.70,
could not be accounted for completely, although some of the discrepancy
is due to differences in center-of-gravity location and trim-tab setting.

— . .. . .. —..- . . . . . ___ ____ -—— .—__ . .. ———— . . . . . ..——_.
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used in this investigation was
structural dive tests, one important
at speeds and accelerations greater
tests. Control characteridics in

these more severe maneuvers are also important flying qualities. Thus,
the results of such tests with similar gear installed in an F7F-3 drone
airplane are of’interest. The F7F-3 drone was flown nolo by the Navy in
conjunction with the NK12Sin a series of three dives and recoveries
intended to explore the upper limits of the velocity-accelerationdia-
#@in. Each dive recovery was initiated automatically at a predetermined
altitude by a pressure switch located in the drone. The dive angle was
fixed at -30° frcm the horizontal and the rate of recovery was fixed at
10.7° per second. Different recovery accelerations were obtained by
varying the dive entry altitude such that the drone would attain a given
predicted airspeed when the preset recovery altitude was reached.
Results of these dive tests are shown in figure 15. Correlation between
the predicted and actual results was considered satisfactory, although
the test conditions were generally more severe than had been intended.
It should be noted that the last test point is low, probably because the
aerodynamic forces on the elevator were of such magnitude as to cause a
reduced recovery rate as a result of insufficient servo power.

As was the case in the present SB2C-5 tests (figs. 12 and 13) the
normal accelerations during the dive entry and recovery were undesirably
oscillatory due primarily to lack of a pitch rate or equivalent damping
signals. It appears that this difficulty might best be overcome by use
of some dive command and stabilization system other than the present one,
which is essentially an “attitude only” s@em during an automatic dive
entry or recovery. One possibility is the acceleration command-type
system which has been given prelimimry study by NAES in reference 10.
Incorporation of an airspeed sensing switch to initiate the dive recovery
might also be desirable in order to permit greater flexibility and accu-
racy in producing a pull-out at a desired airspeed; note the differences
between the desired (or predicted) and the actual airspeeds in figure 15
when altitude-sensing dive-recovery initiation was used.

Wke-offs.- For take-offs, the rudder must provide sufficient con-
trol to maintain straight paths on the ground durhg take-off runs, and
the elevator must provide adequate control at low airspeeds to maintain
any attitude up to the level position. (See references and 9.)
Although tests were not made to determine the take-off characteristics
of the drone under the specific conditions required by references 8 and
9, tske-offs made under normal operating conditions for the remote-
controlled drone adequately demonstrated the feasibility of performing
such tests under remote control. For the remote contro~ed take-offs,
the p~eter settings normally used for flight must be altered to com-
pensate for the reduced control effectiveness at low airspeeds.
Although most of the control parsneters of each channel were changed,
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the greatest changes were made in the rudder channel parameters since
directional control during the take-off run is accomplished by use of
the rudder. The parsmeter settings resulting in the best take-off
characteristics are given in table I.

Take-offs were controlled from a ground control station located
alongside the runway, ne= the starting point for the take-off run.
The drone was taxied into position and alined with the runway by the
check pilot. When ready for take-off, the check pilot released the
brakes and transferred control to the ground control station. The
ground control pilot applied power gradually and controlled the elevator
to effect a take-off. Directional control was maintained automatically
by the directional and directional-rate gyros through the rudder and was
excellent for these propeller-driven airplanes. However, if the gound
control pilot attempted to key a turn during take-off, the special
parsmeter settings for take-off would be replaced with the normal flight
settings and the rate and directional ~os would be removed from the
circuit momen*ily. The first reaction to a keyed “turn” wouldbe the
centering of the rudder, followed by a marked reduction in directional
control at low airspeeds.

Time histories of remote-controlled and manually-controlled take-
offs are shown in figure 16. Figure 16(a) is a time history of a
ground-controlled take-off of the SEX-5 drone under a slight cross
wind. Figure 16(b) is a the history of a ground-controlled,nolo
take-off of an F’7F-3drone under a cross-wind condition of 35 knots
from 300 left of the runway center line. Figure 16(c) is a time history
of a manual take-off of the SB2C-5 drone with no cross wind. The etireme
control-surface oscillations shown in figure 16(a) are caused by inherent
characteristics of the ~os and are of such a frequency and occur at
such low airspeeds as to have no appreciable effect on the airplane
during the take-off run. Control of the propeller-driven drones in the
take-offs shown in figures 16(a) and (b) was highly satisfactory.
Examination of the time histories in figures 16(a) and 16(c) shows that
there is less rolling motion after take-off and less heading change
during take-off than experienced under manual control. It should be
noted that relatively little training was required for an experienced
test pilot to become proficient in controlling a take-off from the
ground control station.

Landings.- For landings, the ailerons and rudder must provide suf-
ficient control to maintain straight, wings-level flight at low landing
approach airspeeds, and the rudder must provide sufficient control to
maintain straight landing ground paths. The elevator must provide s@-
ficient control to permit smooth touchdowns over a range of low air-
speeds approaching the stall. (See references 8 and 9.) AS intake-
offs, tests were not made to determine the landing characteristicsunder
the exact conditions specified in references 8 and ~, but these were

.
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studied under the nrmmal operating condltions for the remote-controlled
drone. Again, the parsmeter settings differ from the normal flight
settings to compensate for the reduced control effectiveness at low
airspeeds. As shown in tsble I, the parameter settings resulti~ in the
best landing characteristicsare similar to those used for take-offs
excepting that laxge rudder-rate sensitivities are not required for
landings. The parameter settings generally give larger and more rapid
surface motions for a given signal than are necessary for normal fldght.

Drone landlngs were remotely controlled from a ground control sta-
tion located some 50 feet to one side of the runway and approximately
opposite the point where the initial touchdown was to be made. The
drone, under the comnand of the control plane, was alined with the run-
way with its flaps and gear down and at a throttle setting that was held
fixed until the final cut. Control was turned over to the ground control
station when the drone was approximately 2 miles off the end of the run-
way. The drone airspeed was controlled by changing its attitude. When
the drone was over the runway in the proper position for landing the
power was cut and a landing accomplished. Awave-off couldbe con-
trolledby the ground control station if conditions warranted such
action. For landing runs after touchdown, brakes were controlledby
the check pilot in the SB2C-5 drone, and remotelyby the ground station
for the F7F-3 drone.

Considerably more training was required for an experienced test
pilot to become proficient at controlling the drone in landings than
was required for take-offs. Maintenance of precision directional con-
trol, sufficient to effect a landing on a runway, was most critical,
particularly when landings were made under cross-wind conditions.
X-SiX landings were made during the training period. Of the first
nine landings, four touchdowns were accomplished, none of which were
particularly satisfactory; two wave-offs were made under remote control;
and the check pilot took over control three times prior to touching
down. On the-last series of nine landings, the check pilot took over
control prior to touchdown only once. Of the other eight landings in
this series, five were excellent and three were not satisfactory,
although loss of the drone in remote operation would probably not have
occurred. Of the entire 36 training landings, 22 touchdowns and
14 wave-offs were made. Of the 22 touchdowns only 5, made under adverse
cross-wind conditions, were poor enough to have possibly caused damage
to a nolo drone.

Time histories of remote-controlled landings are shown in fig-
ures 17(a) and (b). A time history of a manually controlled landixu?is
shown h figwe-l?(c). Figure 17(b) indicates
tory for remote-controlled landings even under
conditions, although directional control after

tat control was satisfac-
35-knot, 30° cross-wind
touchdown was difficult .
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in a cross-wind condition due to the weathercocked attitude of the air-
plane at the touchdown.

Directional control on the grou@ was a~complished by brakes and
by turn control. “Turnticould be keyed during a landing run when there
was sufficient airspeed for control effectiveness. Keyfng “turn” caged
the directional.gyro which was uncaged after the turn was completed,
allowing the ai@me to hold the new heading. Ke~ ‘brakes” trans-
ferred the mdder-ohannel signal to the brake channel, resulting in
equalized braking action. When “brakes” and “turn” were keyed simul-
taneously, differential braking pressure was applied so as to turn the
airplane in the direction indicated by the turn signal. However, because
of circuit desi~, the directional gyro was not caged in this case and
when the turn sigwl was removed with “brakes” still being keyed, the
error signal from the directional gyro caused the airplane to resume the
original heading. Hence, remote directional control with the brakes and
turn was difficult because the airplane tended to fold.owan erratic
course. Because of the operational difficulties with the braking system,
the brakes on the SB2C-5 drone were disconnected from the remote-control

‘system and were operated manually by the check pilot. Another braking
clifficulty lay in the application of full braking power when “brakes”
were keyed. This arrangement could be improved by operating the brakes
in the same manner as the throttle, wherein any increment of braking
power could be applied; however,.the differential braking features
should be retained.

Changes in direction under remote control were accompanied by
changes in roll angle, hence larger angles of roll were developed during
the final approach under remote control than under manual control. This
feature made it difficult to make corrections in direction when the drone
was close to the ground just prior to the touchdown. This System might
be improved by transferring directional control during the final landing
approach to the rudder only, leaving the roll st~ilization, through the
ailerons, to maintain a wings-level attitude. In general, the final
approaches were flatter under remote control than under manual oper-
ation; however, actual touchdown speeds were not widely different.

Longitudinal dynamic stabilit~.- Tests were conducted under manual
control and under remote control to determine the longitudinal @msmic
stability characteristics of the test airplane. Under remote control,
with the airplane destabilized in pitch, an elevator pulse input was
introduced with the pulse generator. Gyro st~ilization in pitch was
removed by disconnecting the output signals of the pitch-rate and pitch-
displacement ~os while the drone was being flown at the desired air-
speed in a trinmedj wings-level attitude. Although the drone was under
the control of the pilot in the control plane, destabilization in pitch
and initiation of the pulse input were locally controlled at the
direction of the raote pilot.

.
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The histories of a remote-controlledand a manuaKly-control.led
pitch oscillation sre shown in figure 18. Although the magnitude of the
remote induced pulse is smaller and the pulse time base larger than for
the manual pulse input, the free oscillation resulting from the mechani-
cal inputs is s~lar to that fram the manual input. Since the airplane
was almost critically dmnped, due to low static stability, no wel.l-
defined longitudinal oscillations resulted from these maneuvers over the
permissible speed range.

Lateral Phase

Turn control.- As was previously noted, the remote-control equip-
ment used in these tests was set up for maxhum bank angles of 30° and
hence the gesr was not suitable for evaluating longitudinal maneuvering
characteristics in turns. However, performance of the turn control
within this limited range is of interest in connection with the flying-
quslities tests where the control manipulations req~red to enter and
maintain a steady coordinated turn are of some importance. Time histo-
ries of abruptly entered, 300-banked, steady turns under remote and
manual control are shown in figure 19. The angle+f-bank records show
that the turn entry was slightly more rapid and that the angle of bank
was held more precisely under remote control. However, it was necessary
for the remote pilot to beep up-elevator to prevent excessive altitude
loss during the turn.

The sideslip records show deficient coordination under remote
control; about 30 sideslip is indicated in figure 19(a). This lack of
coordination is inherent in the automatic-turn-controlsystem wherein
tie rudder angle applied is directly proportional to the bank angle
irrespective of the aerodynamic forces acting on the airplane. Thus it
would be expected that turn coordination could be attained at only one
airspeed, bsmk angle, and turn direction for any given set of parameter
adjustments. This was verified during the present f~ght tests.

For fl@ng-qualities evaluations and for other automatic control
applications, provision should be made for perfect automatic turn coordi-
nation up to 90° bank over the allowable operating speed range. Sideslip
or lateral acceleration signals might be used to attain the desired turn
coordination.

Sideslips.- In flying-qualities evaluations the variation of rudder
angle, aileron angl.e,smd angle of bank with sideslip angle, as obtained
in steady-straight sideslips, are indicative of the directional static
stability, dihedral effect, and cross-wind force characteristics. Major
alterations to the present remote-control equipment would be required to .

perform steady-straight sideslips in which the cross-wind forces due to

——— —--— ——
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sideslip are balanced by banking the airplane in the
However, it was possible to perform wings-level flat

17

direction of slip.
turns in which the

side force due to sideslip caused the turn. With regard to the rudder
and aileron angles required for balance, the maneuver was similar to a
steady-straightsideslip except for the usually negligible aerodynamic
influences of yawing velocity.

The flat turns were performed by remotely keying “turn” sf%er the
yaw ~o stabilizationhad been locally removed and the aileron-control
sensitivity (see fig. 7) had been reduced to zero. The roll gyro
stabilizationmaintained the drone in a wings-level attitude and keying
“turn” moved the rudder to produce the sideslipped attitude and the
resulting flat turn. A ccnnparisonof the sideslip data obtained under
remote control with similar data obtained by manual control in steady
straight sideslips’isgiven in figure 20. Good correlation was obtahd
for control angles over the range of sideslip angles investigated, which
indicated that the yawihg velocity effects were negligible. In fact;
the yawing velocities were too small to be measured accurately with
available instrumentation,and no quantitative evaluations of the side-
force characteristics could be made.

Aileron ro~s, rudder fixed.- In a handling-quEMties evaluation,
one indication of the ability of the ailerons to protide satisfactory
roll control is the maximum helix angle, pb/2V, that the wing tip
describes in space following an abrupt, rudder-fixed, step deflection of
the ailerons. Such maneuvers were by far the most difficult to perfomn
with the remote-control system being investigated. It was necessary to
remove the ~o stabilization from the roll.,pitch, and yaw axes of the
drone, thereby requiring the remote-control pilot in the control plane
to use visual references in stabilizing the drone. It was necessary to
remove the pitch gyro stabilizationbecause of the interaction of the
pitch rate #ro due to yawing during the rolling, and because of the
interaction of the pitch displacement gyro due to lateral accelerations.
The yaw channel was destabilized so that the rudder would remain fixed.
Since the recording gyro was limited to *70°2and the required rates of
roll could not be established in 70° of bank, it was necessary to start
the maneuver with the drone in a steady banked attitude of as much
as 35°. The 30° limitation in bank angle imposedby the stabilization
system was elhinated by destabilizing in roll. The drone was then
rolled to the opposite side using a step aileron deflection as a pro-
grammed maneuver. When the airplane approached the Ijmits of the
recording roll gyro, a step of opposite magnitude was keyed which
returned the airplane to its original position. It wouldbe possible to
perform a maneuver of this type byprogrsming so that the remde pilot
would just key an aileron rollj but under the present system, the pro-
=~ of tie Heuver w= controlled by a step generator whose signal
was initiated locally at the instructions of the remote pilot in the
control plane. A comparison of the aileron-roll.data obtained remdel.y

-—-— —-z.
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with data obtained manually using normal fldght-test techniques is given
in figure 21: Good correlation was obtained over the range of aileron
deflections investi~ted. The clifficulties ‘inp~rforming these maneu-
vers remotely could have been greatly reduced if ~os with 360° freedom
in roll were used.

~C lateral stabili~.- No particular difficulties were encoun-
tered in performing the dynamic lateral-stability tests under remote
control. The yaw gyro stabilizationwas removed and the drone was
placed in a sides~~ed attitude in the same manner as described previ-
ously under sideslips. The lateral oscild_ationswere induced locally
by removing both the turn signal and roll stabilization, a procedure
which centered and held fixed both ailerons - rudder. Time histories
of lateral oscillations initiated from a sidesli~ under remote control
and under manual control are given in figqre 22. The rudder motions
shown in figure 22 are the result of structural f-legibilityand cable
stretch in the rudder-control system. A comparison of the lateral
period and damping over the speed range under both methods of control is
shown in figure 23. Correlation was excellent over the speed range
investigated.

.,

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The NAES beep-type remote-control equipment installed in the test
SB2C-5 drone was designed primarily for structural flight testing.
Although some of the maneuvers used in structural f~ght testing are
similar to those used b a flying-qualities investigation, the equiyment
could not be expected to be completely satisfactory in the performance
of the numerous and diverse maneuvers required in a flying-qualities
evaluation. However, with regard to maneuvers and required equipment
performance common to both types of remote-control testing (and most
other applications of remote control to aircraft), the equipment gener-
ally was satisfactory for use in the ~2C-5 drone. The radio-remote-
control equipment was satisfactory for control of take-offs and landings
in cross winds up to at least 35 knots at 30°. Take-off control was
excellent, especially in view of the M@ torque effect of the propel.ler-
driven test airplanes, and a relatively small amount of training was
required for ground+perator proficiency. ~s, especially “imder
cross-wind conditions, produced control difficulties after touchdown
and considembly more training was required for ground-control-pilot
proficiency than was required for take-offs. In other phases of flight,
control of the drone fromthe airborne ~ontrol stations was satisfacto~
and did not require exbensive training for experienced test pilots to
become proficient remote-control pilots. . .

.

.
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In some cases it was necessary to improvise and rearrange the
existing control system considerably to perform various flying-qualities
maneuvers such as aileron rolls and sideslips. In some cases jt was not
possible to perform the desired maneuvers because of fundamental limi-
tations of the system. For example, turning maneuvers were restricted
to 30° bank because of roll-gyro limitations. The provision for auto-
matic control coordination in turns was inadequate, and the automatic
dive controller did not yield the desired steady acceleration maneuvers.

In addition to the difficulties mentioned above, the present flying-
qualities program and previous NACA investigations of this NAES eqtipment
indicated a number of characteristics which, although not seriously
deficient for the SB2C-~ drone, probably would have to be improved if
application to high performance airplanes were considered for either
flying-qualitiestests or for any other operations requiring wide flexi-
bility in maneuvering and operating conditions. For example, the power
of the hydraulic servos would be insufficient for many high-speed air-
plane applications. Means of vsz’ylngcontrol gearing without varying
servo dynsmic characteristicswould be necessary in order to obtain
optimum over-a13_system characteristics. Some form of automatic gain
changer would also be required to obtain optimum, or even satisfactory,
behavior over a wide range of flight altitudes snd airspeeds.

With regard to system dynamic characteristics and the corresponding
autopilot parameter settings, the test program indicated that the dynamic
behavior would be satisfactory if the stabilized airplane satisfied
transient response and dsmping criterion proposed by NAES. In the
present investigation proper autopilot parsmeter settings were determined
from preliminary flight tests with a check pilot in the drone. However,
it appears that proper settings could be determined analytically, prior
to the first flight, from suitable airplane response data and autopilot
bench-test results.

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Moffett Field, Calif., Jan. 29, 1952
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TABLE I.- OHTMOM CONITIOL-P AR&m sE!l?ITms

Flight condition

Paremeter channel Units F13@t Take-off Land@

Dial value Did
Value

Dial

8ettlng
value

setting betting

Rudder
’01% ‘- ‘“~ ‘-

o.po -- 0.50

Dieplw2ement Aileron
~o Com+alt “% ‘- “~ ‘-

.56 -- .56

Elevator
‘“”+2 ‘-

.51 -- .51 -- .51

‘0’% w
.38 35 .25 45 .33

Ekmvo follow-up Aileron VoltEl/o,h 45 .40 45 .40 45 .4C
mm+litivity

Elevator VOltB ~ 40 .31 30 .23 30 .23

Rudder
P “ “ “

volt E 40 40 22

Rate seqttivity Aileron volts p 30 14 45 ‘= 45 22

Elevator bolt 6/9 30 16 30 16 30 16

Rudder
%/9 10

.17 30 .61 30 .6~

Control Aileron
09/=:

103 10 100
seneititi%$

10 100 10

Elevator O@ Sec 40 2.3 60 3.4 60 3.4

3elected for best perf omance by the check pilot operating the remte-control equipment from the cockpit

- of the SEX-5 drone.
% turns, the

rudder angle

aileronB are the prirwry turn controlj the rudder is U* only to

is proportional to the angle of bank.

coordinate the turn. The
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(a) ltront cockpit. (b) Rem cockpit.

Figure 2.- Check pilot’s controls and paramter adjustment controls in

WC+ drone.
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(a) Cockpit F6F-5 control plane.
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(b) &ound control station console.

~gure k.- Controls for renmtely controlling SB2C-’j drone.
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Time, sec
(a) Remote contro//e~ f&’/ow-qp sensitivity seffing 55, rate-sensitivity

setting 30, dive-entry setting 3, dive-recovery setting 5.

Figure /2.- Time history of a dive entr~ dive and dive recovery,
SB2C-5 drone *83135.
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Figure /2.-Concluded.
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01

0

Time, sec
(b)Effect of follonwp sensitivi~ setting, dive-recovery setting 6.

Figure /3.- Effect of purumeter settings on time history o~ o remote-
contfo//ed dive recovery. Rofwensitivity settihg 30, recovery
olrspeed 208 knots, dive ongl’ -30”. SB2C-5 dnne *83135.
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(b) Effect of dive-recovery setting, fol/ow-up
sensitivity setting 70.

Figure 13. - Concluded.
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/80 hots, IQOOO feet, SB2C -5 drone *83135 .
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Figure 15. - Comparison between predicted and measured results of three dives of

on F 7F -3 drone operated nolo under radio remote control. Dive recoveries

initiated at 15,000 feet by an altitude limit switch in the drone.
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(a) Remote& controlled fmm ground station, 4 knot cross wind from

SB2C - 5 drone *83i35 with safety check

Figure /7.- Landing tim hisiories.
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(b) Remote/y conhvlfeo’ fmm grvund station, 35 knot cross whf frvm 30° to left of runwuy oenier line,

F7F - 3 drone, nolo.

Figure /7.- Continued
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Time, see

(0) Remote controlled.

Figure /9. - Time history of a 180° turn to the right,
fee~ SB2C-5 drone ‘83/35.

/90 knots, Iqooo
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(b) Manually controlled.

Figure /9.- Concluded.
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Figure 20- Comparison of steady sideslips under remote
control c7nd under monuol controi, /30 knots, /0,000
feet, SB2C -5 drone *83135.
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Figure 22.- Time history of o /o?’ero/ oscil/otion from o steady
sideslip, /82 knots, Iq 000 feet, SB2C -5 drone *83135.
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figure 23.- Comparison of Iuterul oscillations produced from steoo’y
sid8sl@s under remote control ond under manuul control, /01000

feet, SB2C-5 drone ‘83/35.
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